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INTRODUCTION

Until a decade ago the 30-pound lug box was the standard
container for shipping Florida mature-green tomatoes by rail.
With the development of the large terminal market industry
for ripening tomatoes and repacking them in consumer pack-
ages and the increase in truck transportation, several new
types of bulk containers were introduced. One of the first bulk
containers to gain wide use was the field box of about 60-
pound capacity. Its popularity resulted from the fact that it
was easier to fill and empty and therefore cheaper to handle
than the lidded lug boxes. Empty field boxes could be returned
to the shipping point for re-use; thus prorated over a long
enough period, the cost of the container would be considerably
reduced. While the field box has proved satisfactory to many
receivers, it has certain disadvantages. At times it is advan-
tageous to the receiver to purchase tomatoes at shipping points
other than those to which his boxes are returned. Many boxes
are lost and this loss reduces their economy.

Because of these and other factors, a number of types of
shipping container not designed for re-use have been intro-
duced in an effort to reduce costs of handling below those for
lug boxes. The trend has been toward containers holding from
40 to 60 pounds of jumble-packed tomatoes without paper
wraps. Because mature-green tomatoes are firm when packed
and shipped, not enough attention is given to the effects of
containers and rough handling practices on bruising and scar-
ring, which result in considerable deterioration in quality dur-
ing transit and ripening.

1 This report covers one phase of the Southern Regional Tomato Market-
ing Project, SM-3, carried on under the Research and Marketing Act of
1946.
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